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''A SPONTANEOUS PSYCHIC . TONE-IN”
By Rev. Grace W. Loehr

From the August 1975 Journal and 
Reports of the Religious Research 
Foundation of America, Ine.

"God's Divine Plan for each one of us is' an individual ' Plan», both for the Personality and for the' Soul. I have reterreS to 
this element of IndividuaIness in many of my writings. Back in 
January of 1973, the Minister’s Page applied this emphasis to the 
death experience., As I shared with you then'the psychic impres- 
sions I was given of Harry S. Truman's death, and then of Lyndon 
Baines Johnson’s death, they illustrated how the experience of dy- 
ing and the immediate events following are very much individual 
experiences, 1tailor-made’ for the personality experiencing them.

”A spontaneous -psychic tune-in to the event of the death of 
a public official here in Los Angeles gives us a third emphasis 
on the uniqueness of this. experience which is yet so common to 
us all.

"In the early morning hours of June 28th, District Attorney 
Joe Busch died in his sleep from a massive coronary., He was only 
forty-nine years of age, with no history of any heart malfunction. 
His death was not discovered until eleven o’clock in the morning -- 
his-family assumed he was ’sleeping-in*.

"I read the news-story in the Los Angeles ‘Times* the next 
morning, .June 29th. After reading about it, and skimming through 
the rest of the paper, I went into the bedroom to dress for the 
day. As I was doing so, and quite without- any volunteer attempt 
on my part, my mind kept returning to this news story converning Mr. Busch. Increasingly I found myself in a state of ’picking up* 
words and phrases concerning his transition experience. I was puz- 
zled. I did not know Mr. Busch, nor any member of his- family -- 
not even one of his friends! So why should I be given this Infor
mation? ,

"Finally I sat down to record the impressions. Only after 
they were all down on paper was I reminded of thö Minister’s Page 
of January 1973, and it was pointed out to me how Mr. Busch’s ex
perience represented still .another individual experience of transi
tion and the activities immediately"ToT.rdwing.

"Mr. Busch, I was told, knew he was ’dead". He accepted it 
without undue disturbance. Actually, he was quite interested in 
it -- his keenly-trained lawyer's mind, alert to details, saw to 
that! But in a männer of speaking, he ’filed it in the back of 
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his mind' to think about at a later time. More immediate thoughts 
clgimeci his attention. He had spent the last evening of his earth 
life with his family in the happey experience of reviewing the 
arranged details for the marriage of his son the next Saturday. 
He wanted the marriage to go on -- he didn’t want his death to stop 
a wedding! This was one of his first concems. And the wedding 
did take place as planned. He was very much ’there* in loving Sup
port, proud that his family was ’carrying on'.

THE UNFINISHED BUSINESS
"On Monday he was at his office 'in good time1. For he was 

going to .1. ' /ery dose to the unfinished business he left behind. 
He had brought to his position as District Attorney a deep commit- 
ment to principles, a strong dedication of energies, a vital In
terest and Intelligence. It is in the nature of a ’reward for a 
Job well done', I was told, that he is being allowed to continue 
to see through to completion some of the pending, most important 
issues. He cannot take on new issues -- but a degree of satisfy-- 
ing completion will be his for those issues he left undone as an 
incarnate personality,

"At the office he first experienced and expressed! -- some 
impatience at his inability to make his presence known to his co- 
workers, One from the Other Side who was closely guiding and guar- 
ding him, however, reminded him he had 'all the time in the world' 
to Learn how to do that!

Joseph P. Busch pht’ o

"On Tuesday he discovered other members 
of his office were not around! Gently he 
was reminded that they were attending his 
funeral -» and it was suggested he be there 
too! He remained at his desk, however, un
til ‘the very last minute* and even then 
was reluctant to leave -- he didn’t want to 
'lose the time’ from the pursuits of his of
fice !

"In this 'reward' time the excarnate 
personality can be helpful in the earth-con- 
fusion of the transfer of the authority of 
his office to another. The expanded per
spective Mr. Busch has now will allow him 
to impress his co-workers with the same right 
influence, insights and determinations he 
would give were he with them in the body they 
are so used to accepting 'as Joe Busch. This 
continuing experience is of immense satis- 
faction to him. He is aware of it as a 
blessing, is anoreciative-and humble before 
it, . . "

Mrs. Loehr and her Teachers have given
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.us a very interesting and stimula.ti.ng insight into the passing
of a public figure here in Southern California, from the point of 
view of the Second or Sixth Ray Mystic. Now let us look at it 
from the point of view of the Third Ray Hermetic Scientists

THE PATH OF MARTYRDOM
The contrast with the transitions of two past presidents is 

sharp. Truman died of old age, after a full life of constructive 
endeavor for his country. Johnson died prematurely. Some say it 
was suicide, by deliberately disobeying doctors’ Orders to "take 
it easy” and avoid another -- probably fatal -- heart attack. 
Busch’s sudden death by a massive coronary, in the prime of life 
and at the height of his career, has all the appearances of tnur- 
der, psychic murder. And yet, judging from the calm reaction to 
the crime as indicated by the Rev. Loehr's visions, the ending 
of this life as martyr to a cause, the cause of Justice, had been 
anticipated by the Higher Self. It was part of the life plan be
fore birth.

We are reminded of the sage Observation of lamblichus, one 
of the Hierophants of our Western Tradition, in his work on ”The 
Egyptian Initiation” written in the 4th Century A.D;

“Remember, then, son of earth, that nothing 
can resist a firm will which has for a lever 
the knowledge of the true and just. To oom- 
bat in order to secure its realization is more 
than right; it is a duty. The man who tri“ 
umphs in that struggle only accomplishes his 
earthly mission (Truman); he who succumbs in 
devoting himself to it, gains imrnortality 
(Busch). If the Bnperor should appear in the 
prophetic signs of thy horoscope (or Tarot 
reading), it signifies that the realization 
of thy hopes depends upon a being more power- 
ful than thyself. Seek to know Him and thou 
shalt have His support."

As District Attorney for Los Angeles Joe 
Busch was a Symbol of Law and Order. He was 
the public authority on the law, swom to up- 
hold it in the courts, defender of morality 
and justice; but the conservative forces of the 
city and county, those who helped put Busch in office, feit he had 
an Obligation to them; and of course their hero in Washington for 
years was President Nixon. Then came Watergate, the threat of 
criminal proceedings against the President, and his pardon by his 
appointee, President Ford. Los Angeles newspaper reporters asked 
District AtXorney Busch if Nixon's axceptance of the pardon was an' 
actaission of guilt. Busch*s unhesitating reply: Absolutely! Your 
editor’s reaction to that quote in the Los Angeles "Times1' a little
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over a year ago was, "Joe, you are no longer a member of the L-®s 
Angeles Establishment team! You should be vigorously defending ex- 
President Nixon’s honor and integrity just as Vice-President 
Ford did up until the time of the transfer of power. To do other- 
wise is dialoyalty to your political bosses and they will be very 
unhappy with you. ’

THE TWO-GUN CRIME OF 1968
Then early this year, 1975, the pressures to re-open the 

Bobby Kennedy execution trial of 1968 increased when Columbia 
Broadcasting System and Paul Schrade brought suit in a Los Ange
les court for a re-examination of the evidence. Schrade was one 
of the victims of convicted killer Sirhan’s wild shooting from in 
front of Kennedy. But the bullet which ended Kennedy’s life was 
TTreH close behind his right ear, no further than three inches 
away -- judgTng"Trom the powder burns on his hair. This was the 
conclusion of the coroner.

A bullet in the back of the head is an execution-style shoot
ing. This could only have come from one of the hotel guards sup- 
posedly protect ing Kennedy from assassination. Sirhan started shoot
ing as Kennedy approached him in the hotel corridor and they never 
got closer than two or three feet from each other. The coroner’s 
report was glossed over and covered up in the trial of Sirhan. 
Since the trial it has come out that the bullet which was removed 
from Bobby’s head did not match the bullets removed from the bo
dies of Sirhan’s victims, and from the corridor woodwork.

The Los Angeles court, part of the Establishment, of course 
rejected the CBS-Schrade suit; but District Attorney Joe Busch 
again deviated from the Establishment line by stating publicly 
that justice should be done in the Sirhan case, by a re-examina- 
tion of the trial evidence if necessary. This is the last thing 
the Los Angeles Establishment wants, of course; and in saying that 
Joe Busch signed his death warrrant, and now has joined Bobby Ken
nedy in martyrdom.

How was Busch killed? Probably by some radionics death ray, 
directed by equipment in the hands of skilled operators in some 
government agency. Now, on the Lower Astral Plane, Joe Busch is 
in a position to know who his real enemies are, undoubtedly the 
same human, soul-less monsters who organized the Kennedy execution, 
to clear Nixon’s path to the White House in 1968. These human 
demons will do their utmost to protect the physical plane agents 
who carry out their schemes, often under hypnosis; so Joe Busch 
has his work cut out for him in serving the cause of Truth and Jus
tice in the Kennedy assassination. We wish him success as he con- 
tinues to operate from his mental concept of the Los Angeles Dis
trict Attorney’s office which he occupied in physical life. He 
may be just what is needed, a dedicated martyr, to break the case.
Nov-Dec 1975 RR, Page 4



PUSH FOR OFFICIAL UFO-CIA INVESTIGATION
By Bennis Pilichis, Editor, 

Page Research Library Bulletin

It appears that a project is in the works dealing with pre* 
senting Information to the Frank Church Committee, U.S. Senate, on Intelligence Information. The thetne of the project iss ”ac- 
tivities by Agents of the CIA, FBI, Army, Navy or Air Force In
telligence or any other Federal official who may have used their 
authority to Interfere with the individual rights of Americans 
engaged in Investigation of UFOs”.

Progress is being made. Local Ufologist Alan Pinkemell has 
been running around Washington to get face-to-face communication 
with officials there. The fruits of his labor are manifesting. 
He has received a courteous and affirmative reply from Senator 
Frank Church, also from Repräsentative Bella Abzug, Chairwoman 
of the Government Information and Individual Rights Subconmittee.

If anyone can be of help concerning the outlined theme above 
now is the time to throw in your two cents worth. This is a 
good project and maybe something will come of it. Get together 
anything you have and let Mr. Pinkernel1 hear about it. He wants 
"strong documentation” if possible. This sometimes may be hard 
to do when dealing with a manifestation and.phenomenon such as 
the UFO. Documentation at times has no bearing on experience. 
Write directly to Alan Pinkemell, 11601 Temblett, 3rd Floor, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44108.

Major Colman S. Vonkeviczky of the Intercontinental U.F.O. 
Galactic Spacecraft-Research and Analytic Network (ICUFON) is 
also working diligently at presenting a coherent "petition for 
Investigation”‘to .the Church Committee. This pctition is on file 
at Page Research and, as Alan Pinkemell States, it is ”an al
most perfect test case".

In the Petition the Major States: "Illegal änvolvement of 
U.S. Intelligence (FBI-CIA) in my life, career, and activity be
ing subject from the year 1966 of governmental harassment for my 
humanitarian proposal to the United Nations Secretary General U 
Thant. For this I was placed arbitrarily and illegally on the 
notorious Security Risk list, and qualified me as an *enemy of 
the nation*. . . concocted anti-American information about me, 
ruined my credentials and reputation at nine identified, repu- 
table firms that may have employed me otKerwise.”
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PHOTOGRAPHIC PROOF OF UFO: Holding intermediate blowup of filmstrips, Major Colmon VonKe- 
viczky verifies that they show UFO. Inset at top right is i ,000-Hmes enlargement showing spaceship.

By GEORGE SIMOR
“When I pushed the button on my 

home movie camera and aimed it 
at the night sky, I never dreamed 
of filming a Flying Saucer,” Ellis E. 
Matthews told The ENQUIRER.

On a clear spring evening in 1968. 
Matthews stood on the back porch of 
his home in Alberton. South Australia, 
and unknowingly photographed what 
reputable UFO experts believe was an 

interplanetary spaceship hovering 
about a mile from the lens of Mat
thews' 8mm Bolex movie camera.

Matthews, a 37-year-old buüding 
contractor. attached no significance to 
his activities on the night he shot the 
UFO on color film — and so is uncer- 
tain of the exact date and hour of his 
stränge sighting.

It was months later that the film 
was processed and the amazing Im
ages of a luminous. porthoted Flying

Saucer turned up on 52 frames of the 
reell

As Matthews recalls that day of 
filming. he had in the afternoon taken 
some scenic shots on a family outing 
in the Adelaide Hüls near his home. 
Later in the evening. between 8 and 
10 p.m.. he gathered his camera 
equipment from a table on the back 
porch.

In the habit of property caring for 
all mechanical equipment, Matthews
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.rsoÄtiy Äetfced to see whether the wind-up spring mechanism of his camera had been discharged as rec- ’ Mnmended by the camera manufac- turer. He found it tightly wound. So he epeaed his 43mm zoom lens all the way to 1.9. set it for infinity, toward a distant. small but 
_ect in the sky and pressed the release butten for several seconds.Thinktog he had photographed a star of some sort, Matthews retired to the house, not to use the camera again for months.

When the filmprocessed in January ofwas ultimately ing photograph I have seen in my 17W, Mr. and Mrs. Matthews and their four > children gathered to see the projected movie.During the viewing — sandwiched between eloseup shots of bees pollinating wisteria blos- soms and a scene of the Matthews’ children play- ing in their backyard . — a brief flash of bluish 
ELLIS MATTHEWS 
Photographed Flying 

Soucer

light lit up the screen, testing about three seconds.Matthews took the bluish object to be some sort of film damage — until he examined it more closely on a second run-through of the film. Closer Observation revealed an object like no other ‘he had seen.Matthews recalled: “The object on the screen seemed ring-shaped and radiated a brilliant, bluish light. It was apparently stationary and had a number of round spots along the edge . . . Suddenly, it occurred to me that I might have shot a UFO and that those round spots might be portholes of. a stränge space vehicle!”He showed the filmstrip to the secretary of a local UFO investigating Organisation. The secretary, dumb- founded, suggested Matthews show the material to Captain Bruce L. .Cathie in Auckland, New Zealand.Capt. Cathie is reputed to be one of the world’s leading UFO experts. A former New Zealand Air Force pilot, now with New Zealand National Airways. he was recently appointed ad- viser on UFO matters to the Newr Zealand Government.Capt. Cathie received 20 of Matthews’ 52 frames, After careful analysis. he concluded:“This is absolutely not a hoax. It

bers international!)'.
’ space phenomenon. Maj. VonKeviczky — a former Hungarian Army officer, - who holds Science and engineering de-\ grees and is also an expert in photo- i! graphic technology — immediately li sought to achieve the best possible en-’ ; largement of the spaceship Image. On : i the 8mm film it was the size of a pin- hole.The Zeiss Company, German mak-;-ers of fine rnicroscopes. recommended he take the film to the Julius Weber Laboratories, specialists in sophisti- cated photography for medical research. Through a series of Photographie steps, the Weber lab pro- duced black-and-white 8x10 prints of jeach of the 8mm color frames. mag- 'nifying the original pinhole size Image 1.000 times.Mathematical and phototechnical analyses of the motion picture frames and prints• led Maj. VonKeviczky to certain conclusions.On May 15 he told The ENQUIRER: “I did not release this picture or Information until my studies were com- pleted -- and I was sure of its au- thenticity,"He added: “The object seems to be a ring-shaped vehicle without wings.

The Matthews UFO picture 
stery excerpted from our 
talk, ••Meeting On The 
MoonH, 48 pages, Illus
trated, (BSRF Ho. 2 - 0, 
$2.25) about the Moon as 
an occupied Space Base.

pröpelTefs or turbo engines. If radiales a bluish light all around its perimeter. except for a small portion ‘wiped ost’ on the left side of the picture.“The object is unidentifiable with any earthly CothmerSäl or military aerial vehicle eon'struction ... the ■ self-luminosity is positively Böt identi- fiable with position lights requlred byinternational aviation regulations . . .a meteor or satellite could not be is an authentic photo of a nonterrestrial' statt,Ttry for y18 ?f a second and aerial vehide.lt is the most interest- Z1• ■ .... ? age on pnotographic tum . . . Inere-. . . . fore. based on thorough analysis of the। years of UFO research.”, (original filmstrip and the photogra- Cathie took a 10-frame sec-Pher’s Statement, we toye coacluded P tion of the film and late last; tha‘ tilrned aerial vehicle is mostyear passed it on with his' Pr°bably of nonterrestrial origm.evaluation to Major Colman • Other UFO experts who participated VonKeviczky. founder and ; in and concurred with the ICUFON project director of ICUFON j analysis and authentication of Mat- (Intercontinental UFO Re-1 thews’ filmstrip included West' Ger- search and Analytic Network) j many’s Karl L. Veit. President of the in New York, an investigating j langest UFO research body in Europe,i group claiming 100.000 mem- i and Harrison A.York mechanical Hoffman, a New engineer who hasAt this point ICUFON and | sPent 20 years in UF0 research- Maj. VonKeviczky took over? Meanwhile. Ellis Matthews has this investigation of the Matthewsf to say of his sighting:“It was all a stränge accident. But I am glad it happened. And I hope that my film will bring mankind and Science closer to the solution of the UFO mystery.”
pöo ^ÄTiaui
rage XX enquirer.
(Publicatlon date not given)

The Best Compilation of UFO 
explanations from the Inner 
Circle through Mark Probert 
is in BSRA No. 3, '»The Com
ing of the Guardians” by 
Meade Layne, 90 pages, ill
ustrated with pictures of 
the Yada and other members.
The BSRA 4-D explanation of 
the UFOs ffiakes good Science 
and good sense and is the 
only explanation that has 
stood up in 25 years of Fly
ing Saucer research.

• • $3.00 a copy --
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"LIKF A fLD fOlKING FORWARD TO SANTA CLAUS”

By Rho Sigraa
Trat J>.ted From the German Magazine '"Esotera”
September 1974 Issue, by the Pearson UFO club

Victoria, B.C., Canada

Mel Noel is a forme? Lieutenant of the U.S. Air Force» After 
th® Korean War had ended, he served ae a Jetpilot in a special outfllr ■ 
eoneisting of four F-86A, Sabre Fighters for UFO Observation. Th® first 
ten years after his military service h® was eworn to seorecy about his 
experiences. Later he began to talk about his fantastic experiences and 
about the dlaappearance of his commanding officer in eonnectlon with the ‘ 
photo-hunting for ÜFOb. He never tried to make money with it, nor has he 
written any books about it, and, in apite of all the .attacka, he doesn’t 
change his etatementa. Rho Sigma, the author of this article, of course 
cannot guarantee the authentlcity of Noel’s experiences. If he, in spit® 
of it, decided to publish a translation of an excerpt of Noel’s experiences, 
it ie only because of the evident Connections with the field of spiritual 
®öi©nces. It is up to you to form your own opinion about the descriptlon 
©f Mel Noel’s experiences. Here is the report of the forme? fighter pilot:

"As for our experiences, a discuasion or a report abaut it is a 
satte? under the regulations of secrecy. I do not know whether you ar® 
familiär with the Interpretation of secrsts by the Government of the U.S.A., 
but the Government1s Interpretation is ‘Information or factual knowledge 1b 
to be kept secret In the interest of public security*. Many people will 
agree witn that. I have come to the concluaion that this leads to mental 
rigor mortis, which rules and dominatea everywhere nowadays. I was as much 
affected by it as everybody elae.

’*It iß difficult to judge something unknown objectively. The 
whole matter is mysterious and I want to beg you to be honest wlxh yourself 
when forming your opinion about it. Please do understand that only a fraction 
of it haa been experienced by myself. The langer part of the story was 
recounted to me and the other two officere who were present; therefore I would 
a®k you to remain objective.

“It happened In ths year 1955, and at the beginriing of tne year 195^» 
None of us had participated in Korea; we were still at the pilot training 
echool. W® belonged to a flying squadron in tne western-part of tne U.S.A. 
Shortly afterwards three of us were selected and informed that we would be 
transferred to an Action Unit» At that time we were told that it was a matter 
of State Security. Even today we actually do not know why- we were selected.

“We were told that this type of action concerned the UFOs, the
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•flying saucere'. We were informed that everything that would happen in 
Connection with thia service, especially possible reports to friends, relatives, 
or other officers, was forbidden. It was kept Top Secret, ’Do not even talk to 
youreelf about it. Make your report, then diemiss it completely from your 
Bind, and that is the end of it’, we were told. We were shown filas for some 
houra which had been taken from airplanes, from planes. They
showed us hundreds of photographs; some taken fron the government files, 
others confiscated from civilIans. We were given instructions about
specific air manoeuvres, formation flights. We- were told that all the arme 
(weapons) were taken out of our planes, Our plane was known as F-86A. Sabre 
Jet. The Standard equipment of these planes was 6 machine guns, 50 calibre« 
They all were replaced by cameras, so-called cannon cameraB; some of these 
cameras were equipped with Standard filme, others with infra-red films.
After receiving our instructions for the mission, we were talking amongat 
each other. We were under the command of a colonel who didn’t belong to 
the squadron. He was transferred from Washington for thia mission. During 
the whole mission he was our squadron-leader and later he became a good and 
close friend and confidant. At that time, however, he was as military as 
could be; everything was strictly according to regulations; he was not at all 
interested in diecussing anything, regardless of whether it was personal, 
social, or present events. He was lOO'X military«

''Before the first mission and our following experience, we all 
agreed that nothing special would happen. We knew about the ooinion of 
the Air Force. There were many reports; the Air Force claimed to have ex- 
amined these UFO objecta and at that time we assumed that we were siraply 
the ’dumb-dumbs’ who had to prove that that was a fact, In other words, 
although we were to examine this matter, we did not sxpect to see anything 
at all, let alone hear anything« The first flights were for orlentatlon.

We flew under different weather conditions in close formation flights at 
an altitude of approximately 58,000 feet, six or seven miles above the ground 
over the area of -the Rocky Mountains of Idaho, Utah, and farther to th® north.

/(When we had our first sighting, it was reported ’Bogies, 9 o’clock, 
our altitude’. ’Bogey’ is an Air Force, slang term which means ’foreign air- 
oraft1, something one cannot recognize by its type, something that does not 
belong to us—and we were oompletely convinced about that. There were six- 
te®n in vertical V-formation. There were seven and nine in one line, seven . 
above and nine below, They had approximately the same speed as we had and 
remained at our side. Our speed was 600 knots (1 knot a 1.85 km). At this 
speed they were comparatively clear in outline, surrounded by an aura.

“Maybe the beet explanation for the appearance of this aura is the 
comparison with a etreet light or a Neon light sign in the fog or during rain. 
Its Impression upon me? I was quite excited, I didn’t know what was going 
on. Never before had I seen such objects, let alone sixteen of this type. 
We approached them, but we also had the order to keep at a certain distance. 
We already knew what had happened to those planes that had’ come too close 
and we didn’t intend to make the same mistake,

"They broke formation and form«d four groups of four each,
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After another minute, they also broke these formations and demonstrated. 
things which according to textbooks couldn't exist. Ihey suddenly stopped 
at a speed which we estimated at 5,000 miles per hour. It was done as fast 
aa tuming off a light. Then they increased the speed In the aaae männer. 
At the Budderi stop we could clearly see their outlinea. They were approxi» 
mately 150 to 180 feet in diameter and 20 to 50 feet in the middle of a 
oroBs-section. We were not quite sure whether the middle part was elevated 
or not when thev atopped. At the increase of speed the colour of the aura 
changed as in the spectrum. There wasn’t a hint of noise as we ourselvea 
were enclosed. We couldn't discover anv amell, or feel anything extra» 
ordinary. With the exception of a alight deflection in the compass, we 
could not detect any deficiency of the other instrumenta«

“Th® whole thing laated for about 8 minutes, and th® UFOs dieappeared 
as fast and suddenly as they had appeared. Upon landing we were immediately 
reminded of the regulations for secrecy. W& made our report; we never were 
abl© to learn whether we had brought back good photoe or not, as the film 
cassettes had been taken out end taken away insoediately after landing. We 
did not even know where they were sent. The next misaions were flown without 
any more sightlngs. 'When we saw UFOs for the second time there were only five 
in number and the Lieutenant X was again the first one to Bee them. Bi® 
second experience was similar to the first. We had no idea if they were the 
same craft, but they were there and moved osciBating up and down. They 
seemed not to be touched by physical laws auch ae we had learned during our 
trainlng. We got used to their sight.

f,At the third sighting we were asked to change our radio frequency. 
This Order was given through a Code, in a form which we called the reversed 
alphabetical code. I needed about 20 to 25 seconds to change into the nw 
frequency« Then a voice spoke to me which was weither mine nor that of the 
other three of our squadron. This voice answered ■to questions. It must be 
msntioned that at that time I hadn't asked any questions, nor had.the other 
three pilots, yet the connection was so excellent it was as though we were 
talklng to each other, or with the ground radio communication. The ccfflsuni- 
cation was clear and exact, the accent and vocabulary excellent. However, 
the tempo of the speech was very slow.

"Later, our squadron-leader, the Oolonel, told us that he had 
asked those questions. He said? 'I didn’t ask those questions verbally, 
not a single one of them; I simply thought them’. He oontinued: 'They did 
not anewer all of my questions, only a few'. He said the first question he 
had in mind was? 'Do you believe in God?’ The reason for that, he argued, 
was as followst If Intelligent creatures did ao (belleved in God), then it 
could be assumed that they were not hoatile. The anewer to that was the 
statement we all had heardt . ’We believe in the almighty,.power of the universe. 
¥ou have to learn to comprehend'that they are more than 150 billions of these 
universe®8» '

rtI cannot repeat it word by word; after all, more than twelve 
years have passed. The next question raust have been concerned with the 
followingi 'Who are you? 'Where do you come from?' 'Our crews are 
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combiaed of individuale of planets known to you are Venus, Jupiter, Mercury, 
Mars, and Saturn.' They referred to the planet Jupiter as the planet of 
Jurisdiction; in other words, the heads of state would gather there to 
discuss state business. They mentioned different points of which I can only 
publish a tenth, according to the advice of my lawyer,

"The final result of this experience was that we were not able to 
walk after the landing, We wer® crushed; we were not prepared for that and 
wanted out of this mission-—to go away from it—and we told, them so, W® 
were given sedatives, but we had made up our minds and didn’t want anything. 
more to do with this mission. Immediately after landing, the Colonel 
ordered us not to report anything of this communication, Everything eise, yes, 
but nothing about this communication. That me extraordinary» Mit anyway w® 
preferred not to report anything at all about this mission. The next day we 
were diamissed from the Special Mission and returned to our regulär service, 
One problem only remaineds How does one live after such an experience?
I have talked to war participants and have seen the psychologica1 result 
of close combat. It is a brutal matter. This was aimllar, One judgee 
mankind, one judges his own way of thinking and the way of thinking of this 
world, and one asks oneself; How does that fit in my life? In my normal 
way of living?

"That, however, was only the first part of the atory, the actual 
test was still tc come, After we had been transferred from the mission 
for two monthsj we began to feel that we were able to live with this 
experience, We, the other two pilots and I, came to the concluslon that we 
couldn’t help each other any longer; there was slmply no answer to it. We 
could only cchfirm to one another what we had seen and heard, but what could 
be done? The Colonel didn’t speak to us, Two months later he called me and 
said, "Oorne over to my place; I want to talk to you.11 I thought, "Boyl 
Maybe now there is an answer," When I arrived, the-other two pilots were 
already there. The Colonel was nervous and walking up and down when he said; 
"I have to talk to somebody. I have to let you know what happened." We were 
sitting there, waiting anxiously, when he continued: "I have to make a 
deciaion. I dori’t need your help to do it; however, I have to talk to someone 
who understands. I suppose you are the only onea who can do that." Then he 
continuedi "I have found out the truth. And I am an officer of the Govern
ment of this country, of the Defence, and of the U.S. Air Force—end I have a
duty; I have a responsibility, and I have an Image to keep," Then it eamei

“The truth cannot be combined with that« I have to make a deciaion
one way or the other. I don’t know yet what to do with those experiencea,
but they will not be reported." After a while he continued, "That’s all. 
I will see you later." A few weeks later, he ’phoned me again; “Come over 
here, I want to teil you the whole truth." After we were-.aeated, he seid; 
"That was not the first communication; only the first one when I wasn’t alone." 
He said that the saucers cannot fly from planet to planet; motherships aerve 
ae interplanetary transport of these saucers, They come from different planets 
and even from planets outside our solar system. On/ one fligiit to the Luke 
Airi'orce Base near rnoenix, Arizona, “1 spotte ror tne Tlrst time witn tne 
Crew ox tnose aircraft after landing. Tnev inrormed me that there was an 
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interview prepared for me aboard one of the UFOb, eighteen railee outside 
Phoenix." Thev entered a saucer, about 150 feet in dismeter« It had landöd 
in a remote valley and was mounted on a three-fold telescopic support. Then 
the Colonel showed us a small metallic diso. He was advised to hold this 
disc between his palma in front of his atowach in order not to be hurt when 
he passed through the energy field around the aaucer, Aboard, ha was intro- 
duced to the master» He began to ask them why thev were here, and what was 
to be expected in future. The Oolonel explained that they feit reeponsibility 
for this planet. They had the control and duties and certain reaponsibillties 
bestowed upon them, and that they were responalble for many hundred millions 
of spirits« He continued: Reincarnation was a probier» because it was so 
difficult to send so many people back. They have accepted an important 
responaibility regarding the conditions on this planet, and the conditions 
are not especially good for us, This planet le a transit camp, a teeting 
place, to which, above all, problem children are sent. He made a number of 
propheciea, including some remarks about the future of California. He con
tinued, aaying that there was the beginning of a new era, The influence of 
the new cycle had already begun and would rench its climax around the year 
2000. Numerous geographical changee have to be expected, and religious and 
political revolutions also, as preparation for this climax. The political 
leaders, however, will not have any explanation of these events.

ÄHe went on; ''Once it was possible for this civilization to save 
itself. The inhabitanta of this planet Earth produce vibrations which are 
overwhelmingly negative. The world is almost entirely reaterialistic, and 
not objective toward intangible things. They prefer to own something they 
can hold and touch; at some time thev will have to realize that in realixy 
they can’t own anything at all, not even their own children. The Oolonel 
further explained that we had received a sort of licence to govern ourselves. 
He didn’t know exactly who had dietributed the licence, but that we had free 
usage of Land, Water, and Air. For that we didn’t have to pay taxes except 
for those underlying the universal law of Cause and Effect, the law of 
Oompensation, Hs explained in more detail the matter of so-called Karma. 
He said thät Reincarnation is as simple as the elementary school; one haö 
to attend the first dass, to learn what there is to learn, and at the end 
of the year one has to pass an examination. After that one of three things 
can happen; (1) One passee the examination and entere dass 2 which offers 
greater possibilitiee to learn; (2) One falls the test and has to repeat 
the grade; (J) One skipe classes and does not write or come for the examina
tion. In that case one is expelled from school for hundreds or perhaps 
thousands of years before he comes to the level of comprehension necessary 
in order to be allowed to return to school (i.e. Earth). The Master did 
also say; Children are your only hope. In your world, when they are four 
years old, they are already deeply influenced (contaminated) by suspiciou, 
prejudice, hatred and egotism, for you have blocked their way. We begin with 
education at the age of three months; when fifteen years old, they have already 
maetered telepathy. In conclusion, the Colonel said to us: "Now you know 
everything. You can do with it what you want« Accept it, or sneer at it.”

"We were separated in the year 1957. I went back to Connecticut.
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Two yeara later, my »other ealled tue at th® offioe saving, "You reseived a 
telegram from Colonel So-and-So." He was at the Airport White Plains and 
gave me hiß telephone number. I ealled him, and. he said: Motae hera« 
I have something to teil you« 11 When I greeted him, he aeemed to be very 
cheerful, aaying'**! made it!" I asked him, "What? A promotion? Congratu— 
lationB.11 His reply was: "No. I am going with thetn. Boy, boy, ■ taW»
a couple of years,11 First I have to ait down, "What do you mean by ’ golr^g 
with them1?*1 The Colonel: "Exactly what I aay. Within the next thirty 
daye it will happen." "You don’t seem afraid?5' “No, absolutely not. I am 
probably the' happiest man you have ever seen. I am looking forward like a 
child looking forward to Santa Claus, I don’t know where I shall go, bat 
that ie not important."

^From then on I ’phoned him every day. Sometimes he: was on a flying 
mieBion; then he ’phoned back. On the twenty-aeventh day I ealled the 
Airport and was told that he was on a mission over the Atlantic. I left. a 
measage for him to call me back, Ihere was no cell. When I called again, 
I was told that hie flight was overdue. I waited a oouple of hours and called 
again; the anewsr was, "No, he ia miesing. We have arranged a eearch party." 
The next morning I called again, and was told, "No traee of him or the 
•plane; we give up."

"Ae far as I know nothing was found, not the alighteat traee. 
Generally there is nothing new in such a story. There ar® disapp&arancea of 
about 800 people a year in the air without leaving any tracs or treeka. 
I don’t know how many disappear on land.

/;Now I am in touch with a man who voluntarily gave up his position 
in this field. If you couid talk with him you would learn many other 
thlngs. He also supports ths idea that these experiences should be - 
published. That will not be very simple. It should not be dictated, nor 
ootmented upon, just simply reported. That is th© story, do with it what 
you want."

Such 1b the report of the formen fighter pilot, Mel Noel. 
Fact or fiction? The formen fighter pilot says under oath that it is the 
truth—nothing but the truth.

* * *

For those who read German, "Esotera” is a fine monthly mag- 
azine on borderland science, published by Hermann Bauer, 78 Frei
burg i. Br., Postfach 167, West Gennany. First class- printing 
and pictures on glossy paper, over 90 pages. The August issue ■ 
before us contains sections on Parapsychology and Metaphysics, 
Spiritualism and Mediumship, Magie and Mystery, Toga and Medita
tion, an Esoteric section and an article on Flying. Saucers. Fea- 
tured are the Espiritista healers of the Philippines, with a 
separate article on Tony Agpaoa and his church, all well' illus- 
trated with pictures. The only comparable magazine we’ve seen 
in the United States would be "Psychic", published by James 
Grayson Bohlen in San Francisco.
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',THE SECRET POWER OF PYRAMIDS"

By Bill D. Schul

As with a large number of other individuals, our interest 
in pyramid research was initiated the day we read "Psychic Dis- 
coveries Behind The Iron Curtain” and learned of the Czechoslo» 
vakian pyramid razor blade sharpeners.

At first we found it difficult to conceive that miniature 
replicas of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh would produce unusual phen
omena. It just did not seem reascnable to believe. that cardboard^ 
wood or plastic Containers could affect the edge of razor blades, 
prevent milk from souring, and dehydrate meat,. vegetables and 
fruits. But how can you argue with success? We tried the pyra
mids. They worked.

Faced with the results, we turned to the literature on energy 
fields for a rationale. Thanks to the assistance of Riley H. Crabb 
and the Borderland Science Research Foundation, the writings of 
Wilhelm Reich, Baron von Reichenbach, John Pierrakos, W.A, Tiller, 
Buckminster Fuller, Marcel Vogel, to name only a few, we began to 
realize that fields within the electromagnetic Spectrum with which 
we are familiär and more than likely many of which we are not fam
iliär can be affected by the space which contains, captures, gen- 
erates or enhances them. Years ago, Verne Cameron demonstrated 
that energy fields within cones behaved differently than those 
outside.

Armed with these gleanings, we started our research with 
pyramids. During a two-and-a-half-year period we tried pyramids 
of all sizes and composition -- wood, plastic, glass, plexiglass, 
fiberglass, celotex, metal, etc. We tested pyramids in various 
environments, and we tried amplifying the field by pyramids inside 
pyramids, stacked and inverted pyramids, pyramids inside domes and 
domes inside pyramids. We ran hundreds of tests on seeds, plants, 
liquids, solids, animals and human beings who sat, meditated, slept 
and even lived inside of pyramids.

My explorations, with Ed Pettit, were compiled in a book, 
"The Secret Power of Pyramids1', and published in August 1975 by 
Fawcett Gold Medal Books. (Paper back, $1.75)

Most likely the readers of the Journal of Borderland Research 
are familiär with much of the research with pyramid models; so in
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passing we’ll simply say tiat hur research tendev 1,0 £äs
explorations with razor blades, dehydration, etc» ■ -Howe wr 
would like to briefly mention several areas of research--that w 
believe contribute some■'Information on the-subject«

plant MO'/rrw xr pyramids
For more than »two -years we observer« t-wovecaem: 

of pyramids by means of time-lapse photpgraphy. While th-; -• -»ntrol 
plants outside the pyramids failed to produce any uoticeable--'gy-, 
rations, the experimental plants leanedto the west, made an aÄli 
to the south, then the east, and back to west again, repeating 
the cycle every hour and fifty minutes. This activity indicated, 
we believe, the presence of an energy field separate from or in 
greater strength than that existing outside 'the space.

The presence of other objects of varying material did not 
affect the movement of the plants, except that when an aluminum 
screen was placed on the west side of the plant,-the activity 

«ceased. ;?Whis led us fco believe -that «ooe -force was:-entering -the 
pyramid .fron the west. Then, several-months-ago the plants-stoppe# 
their east-west movement and started moving north-south. We check- 
ed the xmmediate environment for changes in force fields, found 
nothing, and contacted meteorologists, geologists, astronomers, 
NASA, etc., thinking perhaps some radical changes in cosmis rays, 
solar flares, sun spots, etc., might be responsible. No answers 
and at this writing the' plants have nearly suspended their gyra- 
tions altogether We are looking for answers and are open to any 
useful Information.

We found that polluted water could be .purified after reaain* 
ing in a pyramid for at least 14 days Several laboratory tests 
confirmed this Mrs. Pettit started using it on her face as a lo« 
tion, excluding all facial creams, and within six weeks her frien^ 
started commenting on how young she looked and that her complexi^ 
was radiant. Another individual, a man in his sixties, found hJÄ- 
seif suddenly more virile after drinking pyramid water for a month. 
Perhaps the fountain of youth was not such an impossible dream 
after all.

Space will not allow us to mention only one other area of 
research and that very briefly • We found that cuts, abrasions, 
bruises, etc., appear to heal in much less time when a person 
either sits inside a pyramid or places the injured area inside 
a smaller pyramid for -20 minutes a day.' One woman with a pain- 
fully abcessed tooth on a Sunday morning and unable to reach her 
deiitist sat inside a pyramid for half an hour. Th^ prix« lot’ 
She has not been troubled by the tooth for six months. Such 
healings tend to confirm the theory of increased energy fields 
inside pyramid space.
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THE DEEPER MEANING OF CHRISTMAS

The Winter Solstice in the Western Mystery Tradition 

By Judith and Riley Crabb

Christmas comes at a time, close to the shortest day of the 
year which astronomers call the Winter Solstice. Most of the 
great religious seem to have festivals timed to coincide with 
planetary cycles represented by the Winter Solstice, the Spring 
Equinox, the Summer Solstice and the Autunmal Equinox. These 
are sun rhythms.

The celebration of the Winter Solstice in the Western Mystery 
Tradition can be easily traced back to Egypt,' the true source of 
all Spiritual Inspiration and guidance for the West. The birth 
of the Egyptian savior, Osiris, was celebrated in mid-winter. 
Later, in Roman times, the Saturnalia was celebrated around De» 
cember 17th of each year. According to our calendar the cycle 
of the shortening days ends usually on December 21st, and at that 
time the sun is closest to the earth.

This close approach of the sun to our planet has a deeper 
meaning in the birth of the Christ-child than is given in the 
orthodox church. At this time we can and should realize a closer 
approach of our Higher Self to our personality. This actually 
means an added force in our lives at this time of the year, 
Christmas.

When we speak of our Higher Self we are speaking of an arche» 
type. There are over all things, all peoples, and all matters 
these high principles called archetypes. Each archetype is ac
tually a great force destined to do certain work. Each must be 
considered as working in two different ways. First, the arche
type works through the Symbol of its power. Second, the force 
emanating from the archetype surrounds certain personalities on 
earth. These personalities have qualified themselves as channels 
to bring the archetypal force, really Solar force, into the phys
ical world. To properly understand the Christmas story you must 
recognize both aspects of the archetypal idea which Stands behind 
or above it.

Furthermore, it must be kept in mind that the birth of the 
Christ-child is a manifestation of two great Archetypes because 
two very distinct personalities are involved. One is the birth 
of Jesus, the other is his mother, Mary. The Archetype which 
overshadowed Mary is very powerfu1, though Less well known.
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sight«, This silver cord glows as the clear white light descends 
along it to form around the Infant in great circles or globes of 
light. This is the reservoir of Divine Energy the Ghrist-child 
will use during his years of growing to early manhood, but the 
greater part will be reserved until those all-important three 
years of His ministry. Then that Cosmic Christ”Force comes 
through the personality, Jesus. As an adult this Force entirely 
surrounds him.

The Great Force which surrounds Mary as she sits there Hold
ing the infant is different. It takes form more quickly than 
the Christ-force because it is not quite so great. The archetype 
which overshadows Mary is the great, all-feminine principle of 
the universe, the Cosmic Mother, Binah in Kabalistic terminology.
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In its highest aspect It brings through a tremendous spiritualiz- 
ation of all forms. The Great Mother, Binah, makes 1 and yet 
is beyond form. This is the Woman that is part of God, the ne
gative or passive part which balances the positive or active. The 
colors of this great archetypal force are white and blue. These 
should be visualized in meditation as descending on Mary in the 
cave.

ETERNAL FEMININE
In Egypt ages ago a part of the Cosmic Mother descended on 

Mais, the mother of Hermes Trismegistus, one of the great ttiero- 
phants of our Western Mystery Tradition. Another difference be
tween this feminine force and the Christ force is that it will 
not be entirely incorporated in Mary until long after his physical 
form is dead, but the Great Mother Starts building a home for Her
self in the Mary-personality at the birth of the Christ child.

Another example of the great feminine principle manifesting 
on the physical plane is in the great and terrible form known as 
Kali, in India. Kali is both holy and terrible. You must remem- 
ber that when a mother brings a Redeemer into the world one aspect 
of the forces she releases is that of destruction. The Christ is 
a reformer. He is a radical with new ideas which promise eventual 
destruction of the established church and state of the time in 
which He appears.

The Christ always makes a physical Manifestation at the end 
of an epoch to establish the spiritual principles for the New Age. 
These radical ideas are never well received by the vested interests 
of the old era; nevertheless they must give way to the progress 
symbolized by the birth of the Christ child? hence the destructive 
aspect of the Cosmic Love manifesting through Mary.. When one wit- 
nesses the downfall of a mighty civilization such as our own today, 
or Rome of 2,000 years ago, one realizes that Love is not always 
a gentle thing; it can also be a terrible thing. A Wise Man has 
said, "If you look at it properly, the other two aspects of the 
Cosmic Trinity, Power and Wisdom, are gentler than Love; and that 
is a real Cosmic truth, my children."

Of all American presidents Abraham Lincoln is 
the most beloved; and he is most highly honored for 
his love of the people; yet his adminlstration 
ushered in the most destructive war this nation has 
ever knownJ Also, the emancipation act signed by 
him to free the Negroes dealt a death blow to the 
vested interests of slavery and "destroyed" millions 
of dollars worth of property values.

Now let us return to the two archetypal 
forces in the cave at the center of the earth. 
One of the reasons these forces build un at the 
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time of the Winter Solstice in the Northern Hemisphere is because 
the Sun is nearest the earth, and naturally nearest to man and 
woman» The Christ is the Sun force. For this Cosmic-Christ force 
to manifest on the earth It has to use the material of the earth 
and the nourishing substance of a woman. It must be remembered 
that the physical materials of any human body are drawn from the 
earth, and the earth is the body of a great planetary being« 
Therefore at the birth of the Christ child both the Great Mother 
of the universe and the Planetary Being of the earth are involved« 
Just by our visualizing this great event, we can help the Plane
tary Being to understand better what is going on within It even’ 
though It may not grasp the Christmas story in the same way we do.

THE INITIATION OF RE-BIRTH

The deepest significance of the Christmas story to a Student 
of metaphysics is that the birth of the Christ child is really a 
re-birth signifying Initiation. The midnight sun, the winter sun 
starting its turning northward on December 22nd this year, is the 
dawning of a higher consciousness in a human being« Another deep 
aspect of the Christmas story is the song of the angels which 
brought a message to men and women of goodwill. It is only men 
and women of goodwill who are ready for the Path of Initiation. 
They are willing to consider spiritual matters; they are willing 
to study and practice the Mystery teachings; and they are willing 
to help other men and women for unselfish reasons.

There is a promise in the Christmas story for mankind. There 
is also a promise to the creatures and elemental forces in the cave. 
This promise to the elementals is not fulfilled until the Christ 
child grows up, experiences the trials and death of the Crucifixion 
and.is resurrected. Then He goes out into the elemental world 
giving blessings and fulfilling the promise first given at the 
birth in the cave. This is the higher Interpretation of the Chrst- 
mas story but each person should try to get his own understanding 
of it by visualizing the scene in the cave as clearly as possible. 
You should try to bring about the birth of the Christ force in your 
own heart, and see this force in everything around you, including 
the lower forms of life, the elemental forces in earth, air, fire 
and water, and the reptiles, fishes, birds and beasts. Every up- 
lifting thought and feeling directed towards the lower creatures 
lifts them a little along the path of evolution.

But how much more of the Christ force is gven to men and women? 
And how do we use it? It is meant to be used, in all our actions. 
Even the smallest and most trivial should”Te~blessed with the 
realisation of this ever-present Cosmic energy, not only at Christ
mas time, not only in church on Sundays, but on weekdays and in 
our daily work if it is to be of 'real use. Remember that the Christ 
force touches the essential spirit of men and women, and also the 
innermost part of other beings not of the human kingdom.
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REGAINING EQUILIBRIUM FROM VIETNAM

"If I remember correctly I joined BSRF in Septemir-« i'VO. 
At- about the same time I received a tragic piece of mail. The 
letter began: "Greetings". . . Suffice it to say they drafted 
me. It took this long to regain equilibrium. Last winter I 
thumbed through old BSRF Journals. I found articles on the 
real meaning behind Vietnam quite revealing. NamelyB the ‘pigs’ 
at the CIA and Pentagon were raising dope over there and selling 
in the U.S. and to troops in our Armed Forces.

"When. I was in Germany at the Army post in Amberg I saw the 
truth of what your articles disclosed. About 80% of the men 
smoked hashish, ever» many who wouldn't smoke cigarettesl I dont 
smoke, period. One of the favorites was Cambpdia Red, a red 
colored hashish that really got the men high. I just wonder if 
that wasn’t some of that dope channeled by the Clt and Army of
ficers in Germany. Whoever it was made a fortune. Some men spent 
their whole paychecks on it. The going market price was only $1 
a gram, enough for about 10 smokes. Believe me, the guys smoked 
more hashish -- red, black and green -- than they did cigarettes. 
If the Army wasn’t growing and selling that dope then how could 
all my buddies buy it in such huge quantities at such low prices?

"After reading Verne Cameron’s article sMy Experiments With 
The Pyramids’ I was a skeptic, but decided to make one as descri
bed in the article (Jan-Feh 1972 Journal). I made it from thin 
paper from a magazine cover. I have a beard that is heavy in 
spots and light in spots. For years I have shaved twice during 
the work week. This is because I didn’t properly shave the heavy 
beard area. Anyway. this type of shaving extended blade life 
one to two weeks, which seemed very good. Occasionally a blade 
would last three weeks. Here are the results of trying the 
pyramid:

DAYS USED BLADE ALIGNMENT
#1 31 East-West
k2 33 North“South
#3 23
#4 19
#5 76
#7 21

‘2’Ö3~*T- or 33.8 per blade.

"At this rate I would use only 11 or 12 blades a year. I 
disqualified #6 because I took it on a two-week trip but didn’t 
take the pyramid. It lasted 23 days« What does a membership 
cost now? Enclosed is $12.00 for the listed literature.”

B.K., Huntington, Indiana
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SOLUTION TO POLLUTION, KEROSENE AND WATER

Harry, the Power Mower man couid tu bc generouss His
property on Vista 's main drag had been sold at a good price. He 
was retiring anyway, and had boxes of small carburetors; so he 
sold me one for a dollar. When I told him I wanted to experiment 
with it as a water vaporizer for fuel economy on my old Dodget it 
.stirred memories of his early years as a mechanic in Michigan,»

Another young mechanic friend was an odd-ball Investor type 
there in Coldwater. The two decided to spend a weekend in Ft. 
Wayne, Indiana where both had relatives. It was 1919 and they 
would make the trip in OB's big old Buick. Harry offered to check 
the oil before leaving and raised the hood. He was startled to 
see tanks and piping that never came out of Detroit! But OB was 
right there to firmly close the hood and say that was enough in- 
spection, and refused to answer questions about what the extra 
gadgetry might be.

The Ft. Wayne trip normally called for one stop to gas up 
in those days but they went right on through. The two young men 
did a lot of running around in Ft. Wayne that weekend, always to
gether. Still no stop at a filling Station for fuel, nor on the 
way home either! Harry said that by the time they had retumed 
home to Coldwater the speedometer showed 600 miles. In all that 
time the engine hood had never been raised nor had they refilled 
with gasoline.

A few weeks after the return to Coldwater OB and his family 
disappeared, apparently without a trace. Months later, in Detroit, 
Harry was stopped at a park to stretch his legs after the drive in 
from Coldwater. He heard someone calling his name. It came from 
a long black limousine, chauffeur-driven, pulled up-at the nearby 
curb. Harry walked over to the car to discover that the owner 
was OB! He was invited to ride to the family8s new home in De
troit. The Hhome” was a mansion on estate grounds, worlds removed 
from the modest little family cottage in Coldwater. Now, OB was 
willing to raise the hood of the Limousine and show Harry what had 
brought all this sudden wealth to his family; but his fuel econo- 
mizing and purifying gadget had big seals on it, with the Initials 
GM; and there was a metal band across it with words to the effect 
that this was U.S. Government property. Any attempt to remove it 
without proper authorization would subject the remover to fine and 
imprisonment.

OB confided to Harry that he was burning a mixture of kerosene 
and water, after getting the engine hot starting it on gasoline, 
just like the old Kelly-Lumley and John Deere tractors of that day. 
To operate the K-L engine on threshing rigs, you put in one barrel 
of kerosene and two barrels of water. Harry knew this well for he 
had helped operate such Kelly-Lumley threshing rigs as a b©y in Can-
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ad®, f-et the engine-started on gasoline» Run un 5? it ja 
hot. slowly tum on the kerosene and cut u;T ur- yasolir»^.
The eap < ne smoked and bucked until the watet -m? cur.i‘ n m 
Chpf» rhf engine purred smoothly. The exhausr sMak« disawoeabed 
ard s. *, > dxfrtcult to throttle the engine L-‘1 </"’ the
inc/eaie in power with 2 to 1 water mixture. The Jjau. and ihn 
ke«-. >-?-»*ently catalyzed the Hydrogen avd »n
». t i *-> „plosive gases.

Fuv-ry icoked out at the smog smudging the Vista hori/on, 
“You krv’v j dont blame today’s young people for being «ngry 
with what w? ve done m pollutmg the atmosphere» iheyhl Letcer 
do b?iiui"hin<s about it.”

GETTING ON THE RIGHT PATH
"I want to thank you again for your time and kindness during 

my The scope and depth and very existence of your Founda
tion is the most encouraging find for me in years of trying to 
get back on the right path and reverse the effects of long mis» 
guided upbringing. I would like to join the Associates and assist 
the linkage of minds and resources, a fusion we both see as vital 
to this planet’s healthy evolution. Enclosed is $33 for membershi 
and the publications listed.

"Could you teil me who might be exploring possibilities of 
inducing ESP, PK or other higher States of awareness by Sympathie« 
tic resonance, copying and amplifying the neural and bioplasmic 
vibratory patterns accompanying such States, with a sonic or E-M 
field? Some of us are psychically blocked enough to benefit from 
a starting push by that sort of technological shortcut.

"Another Option for enhancing telepathic linkage might be to 
seat the wrsons within a large, eliptical mirror with the focal 
points woincIding with their pineal glands (nine inches apart if 
there hnad; aie touching); you’11 .recall the experiment where 
l:h Iw tw-r.'.-ts placed at the foci of an E. mirror synchronized 
beats «<tou a saort time; cortical vibes, though much more cotn- 
plex, m}.-.pond similarly.

*& -m;/ 'd. the emerging Brotherhood of -Peace and Light fo- 
ciwirip enoegy on halting the ongoing slaughter of our brothers in 
th_ sea? iWohirs and other Ceti are being exterminated by tuna 
f ii hing c*'7;;c.rues, etc., with little interference. Could you 
pleasp ic-er i.e to other associates wishing to rescue and commun- 
icato with loese beings? That they have saved countless humans 
is ‘ibifn •'£ cecord."

E.W., Monterey, California

The natural psychic blocking is for your' protection, Ed. 
Your concern for suffering animals indicates a sensitivity 
which would be exaggerated beyond endurance if astral sight and 
hearing were hammered open prematurely with mechanical contri
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vances such as a strebe light or a biofeedback device, or drugs.

Heed the warning of Charles W. Leadbeater in his book, “The 
Astral Plane": "Let no one think it an unmixed blessing to have 
the wider sight of the astral plane, for upon one in whom that 
vision is opened, the sorrow and misery, the evil and the greed 
of the world press as an ever-present bürden, until he often feels 
inclined to echo the passionate adjuration of Schiller:

"‘Why hast thou cast me thus
Into the town of the ever-blind,

To proclaim thine Oracle 
With the opened sense?

Take back this sad clear-sightedness;
Take from mine eyes this cruel light!

Give me back my blindness --
The happy darkness of my senses; 

Take back thy dreadful gift!’"

In his "Letters On Occult Meditation" tö Alice A. Bailey, 
the Master D.K. reminds the Student that it takes two cycles of 
seven years, 14 years, to tear down the old personality and build 
a new one on a spiritual base in preparation for the Path. Most 
of that time is concerned with purification, dedication and con- 
centration, so the Student can handle the higher, Astral plane 
voltages, with safety. Mrs«, Crabb and I can vouch for that time 
period of 14 years, from the time we. began the serious study of 
the Cabala in Honolulu in 1956, until our "graduation" in 1970. 
For the preceding 10 years we had had a running battle with a 
Black Magician. We won. He committed suicide. Some of the de- 
tails of that battle with Mr. Fox are described in the Nov-Dec 
1969 Journal. The 14 years of "boot camp" training can be fore- 
shortened but the dangers of unbalanced development leading to 
insanity, death or the Left Hand Path are increased.

GIVE ME BACK MY BLINDNESS -- AND MY BODY!

In her enclycopedic book on "The Work Of The Invisible 
Helpers" (The Paebar Co., New York, 1945) Amber M. Tuttle gives 
this classic case of forced psychic development on page 210:

"Two Invisible Helpers were sent very hurriedly to a young 
lady somehwere in the United States who had been practicing some 
Eastern Philosophy breathing exercises, She had ‘been accustomed 
to spending several hours in the bathtub in the morning. The 
girl said she had been told that when she reached a certain stage 
she could slip out of her body and soar into the realms beyond. 
She had followed the instructions given and was now out of her 
and unable to stay in it!

"When the Helpers went to the house in answer to the mother’s 
earnest prayers they found her trying to coax her daughter out of 
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the bathtub.

*” I do get out, mother,8 said the girl, ’but my body does 
not follow me. When you teil me to get out I do» but I cant talk 
to you and make you hear me when I am out. When I get back into 
my body I can talk to you but I cant lift my body out. TIm 
why I called for you to come and help me.‘

"The girl’s mother was frantic with fear. The V (vis
ible to the girl when she was out of her body) asked '»m» , , long 
she had been practicing these exercises.

I have not been at it long, but I have been very persistent.* 
"Before the Helpers gave her any assistance, they told her of 

the danger of making herseif so negative that she cou«> >t out of 
her body in the bathtub and of the dangers of being obseused by 
unseen entities.

"The girl became very much frightened and promised the Hel
pers that if they would help her to get back to her body again 
she would never do anything more with any kind of breathing exer
cises. From all indications this girl had been thoroughly cured 
of taking up any exercise from an unscrupulous person g him
self a teacher^ for she had really found out that when a pupil > 
Is ready a teacher is near; or that when a sincere person prays 
from his heart assistance is given, and no price is asked for this 
help.

"The girl had become very negative and she had lowered her 
resistance and vitality to the point where the locks in her body 
were so weakened that she found herseif out of her body and could 
not manage it«. The Helpers locked her into her body and warned 
her thoroughly to be careful in the future., They also told her 
of some safe Occult teachings."

The study of metaphysics and occult practices should be only 
of minor interest to a young person. Their major interest should 
be in finishing their education and building a worldly careery with 
marriage and useful work, Thousands of foot-pounds of energy have 
been put into us by our parents and the State in preparing us for 
useful citizenship. This has to be paid back in kind« This Obli
gation cannot be escaped or avoided without loss of character® 
The generative energies must be put to constructive use in hard 
work and hard play. Wholesome companionship with the opposite sex 
of the same age is a must! Otherwise the neurotic, morbid interest 
in the Invisible World will lead to trouble. Only years and years 
of living in the physical world, with its successes and failures, 
will establish a sound physical base from which it is safe to try 
to launch our consciousness into the Unseen. Normally, this should 
not be until 45 or after, when the chlldren are pretty well grown 
and gone. Even then it is safer to have the companionship of a 
partner of the opposite sex rather than try to go it alone. Celi-
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bacy has its dangers unless the occultist has exceptional emotional 
control, with the capability of transmuting all of the generative 
or reproducti\ze eviergies In cotifitnjctivs woilfl'"" Tlie followlxig lettter 
is a case in point.

THERE IS A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF TENSION
"I wish to report that I nave üvercotae euch o£ vhtt 

troubling me after my Astral travels. Though I had to go through 
most of the Rosicrucian teachings largely in which to fine ehe answers, turned out to be due to emotional Symptoms pivoted around -- 
surprisingly enough -- the repioducnive torces^ which 1 now liave 
learnt at long last to master, eniploying a System ess^ntlally which 
works in reverse. It is only effective proviaed the individual 
can exercise a certain amount of will power and maintain it for 
periods of one hour, no more, every day, preferably before re* 
tiring.

"The method suggested subjects the body willingly to' under* 
go a certain amount of tension, to the actual. point of trembling, 
easing off, and again repeating the sequence. It is simple and 
relatively harmless. It’s. a System which I believe 'Tesla was 
familiär with. Here are two quotations which set me thinking and 
put me back on the right track, dealing with the reproductive 
forces:

"*Furthermore, those people who seek to suppress anything 
dealing openly with sex, who endanger young people by blowing 
their minds with prudery and the unwholesome attitude that sex 
is dirty, are just as harmful to society as those who go out of 
their way to portray sex in the most unattractive, perverted ways.’

"With mental forces they have this to say; 'When the inability 
to concentrate properly reaches a high degree of vacillation and 
fluctuation, we find that it seriously affects the mental conscious* 
ness and leads to mental troubles and even physical tröubles of 
various kinds.”’

A.F., Auckland, New Zealand

The Rosicrucian quote above reminds us of the Henny Youngman 
definition of a neurotic: "The woman who prefers the psychia- 
trist's couch to a double bed." To put it bluntly, the person 
who suppresses their reproductive energies will find them exlod- 
ing unpredictably in neurotic and hysterical behavior, and the 
most glaring example of sexual energies diverted’and gone wild 
in the body is cancer.

"THE ONGOING SLAUGHTER OF OUR BROTHERS"
It's a lost cause, trying to change the hunting and meat* 

eating habits of the majority of mankind on the planet. This 
is something tnat only the Planetary Logos can accomplish by 
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changing tne quality of vast numbers of human souls coming into 
embodiment, from epoch to epoch. We can help prepare the way for 
a New Age by our constructive thought, action and Service; but His 
is the deciding Voice.

THE LICENSED TORTURERS MUST GO
New Ager John Galsworthy put it so well when he wrote: "The 

more helpless the creature over whom power is cruelly or cal- 
lously exercised, the more the human heart is corroded« It is the 
recognition of this truth which has brought the conscience of our 
age to say that we cannot any longer with impunity regard our- 
selves as licensed torturers of the rest of creation; that we can
not, for our own sakes afford it.”

The above quote is from the October 1975 issue of the Journal, 
“The AV”, of the American Anti-Vivisection Society, 1903 Chestnut 
St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103, $2.00 a year. Support of an Organ
ization like this is one way of actively expressing one’s concem 
about the senseless "ongoing slaughter of our animal brothers”.

Another dedicated Server in this area is Dr. Frederick L. 
Thomsen, director of Humane Information Services, Inc., 4521 - 
4th St. So., St. Petersburg, Fla. 33705. Write for his publica
tions. Support him in his work of trying to lessen the awful 
karma which our bloodthirsty civilization continually brings upon 
itself.

It is selfless service of this kind, exemplified by Owen B. 
Hunt, director of AV, Dr. Thomsen, and by the martyrdom of Joe 
Busch, that brings to birth the Christ-child in the heart. Unless 
this Light be there to guide the Seeker of occult wisdom, the Path 
is a hopeless tangle of snares and delusions.

MILLENNIUM
Are you a link of glistening gold 
And securely to your brothers hold 
To form a chain radiant, tight, 
A thing of beauty in the light?

Or must you, be the pendant bright 
Dang 1 ing in' the day and night 
To catch the eye of all in slght 
And fill the owner with delight?

So many links in every chain
Must serve as one and not complain 
To hold each pendant in its place, 
Display it with the utmost grace.
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Many Christians in this life 
Link their forces in the strife 
To serve their pendant, Christ the King 
Who serves us all; to Him we sing.

Let all join in brotherhood 
And work for mankind’s common good 
To live in harmony, truth and bliss; 
The Creator planned it all like this.

Gladys Domogalla

THE MASTER8S GUIDING CARE
"The attainment of astral perception should never be regarded 

as an end in itself," writes Leadbeater, "since any means adopted 
with that end in view would inevitably lead to what is called in 
the East the Laukika method of development -- a system by which 
certain psychic powers are indeed acquired, but only for the pre
sent personality; and since their acquisition is surrounded by no 
safeguards, the Student is extremely likely to misuse them. To 
this dass belong all Systems which involve the use of drugs, in- 
vocation of elementals (for personal, selfish reasons), or the 
practices of Hatha Yoga.

"The other method, which is called the Lokottara, consists of 
Raj Yoga or spiritual progress, and though it may be somewhat slower 
than the other, whatever is acquired along this line is gained for 
the permanent individuality (the Higher Self or Soul), and never 
lost again; while the guiding care of a Master ensures perfect 
safety from misuse of powers as long as his Orders are scrupulously 
obeyed. The opening of astral vision must be regarded then -as only a 
stage in the development of something infinitely nobler ~~ merely 
as a step, and a very small step, on that great Upwärd Path which 
leads men and women to the sublime heights of Adeptship, and beyond 
even that through glorious vistas of wisdom and power such as our 
finite minds cannot now conceive." ("The.Astral Plane", Theosoph- 
ical Press, Wheaton, Illinois 60188)

"HEAVY" MEDITATION
"Thanks for a most informative Journal, the September-Octo

ber issue. Did anyone send you -the clipping from Los Angeles 
papers about the young man -- new at Zen meditation? He told 
his friends he was going to do some ’heavy* meditating. After 
three days police broke down the door to his room and he was 
still in the Lotus position, but he was dead! The headline on 
the Los Angeles ‘Herald Examiner’ read: 'Silver Cord Broken?’ 
Now it seems the FBI wants to investigate meditation! -- since 
it is obviously dangerous. His friends just think he found a 
happier place and chose not to return to his body."

S.H., Del Mar, California
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RELIGIOUS RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF AMERICA

In the October Journal and Reports of his Foundation, Rev. 
Franklin Loehr announces they can take Orders for their two new 
books, "She Can Read Your Past Lives", by Noreen Quinn, and 
"Incarnation and Reincarnation” by Roy Smith, for November deli- 
very and in time for Chrlstmas gifts.

niese are exceiienc oooks, writes the Rev. Loehr. "Both 
authors have spent years in dose study and research in the Grace 
Loehr Life Readings, so their material has cogency, impact, end“ 
less fascination. And both books are well written. You know the 
clearness and directness of Noreen*s writing, from her many pub
lished Religious Research Reports. Roy's writing is excellent. 
He has his own style terse sentences, a wry humor. I can pick 
up the manuscript of either bopk, and despite the fact that I have 
studied it many times, in early draft(s) and in the galley proofs, 
I find I can start reading it on almost any page and find my In
terest caught and held so I. read on and on. I think you, too, 
and your friends, will find these books hard to put down! And 
not just for casual reading these are BASIC BOOKS in the study 
of the Life Readings and in the study of reincarnation, and you 
will find yourself going back to them many times."

The Loehrs have relocated in Los Angeles after years in 
Princeton, New Jersey and in Florida. For more Information on 
the oooks, and for a Life Reading for yourself if you are inter
ested, write to the RRFA, Suite 1009, 5455 Wilshire Blvd., Los 
Angeles, California 90036.

"Diary After Death" is Rev. Franklin Loehr's new book on the 
kind of Information embodied in his wife’s article "A Spontaneous 
Psychic Tune-In" which began this issue of the Journal. Mrs. Loehr 
writes: "The publication of Franklin’s new book 'Diary After Death9 
in a 150,000 paper-back edition by Pyramid in January of 1976, 
will play its part in bringing knowledge into this area of inquiry.

: LIB

Hoorah for Judge 011ie Marie-Victoire, a true daughter of 
Isis in the San Francisco judiciary! For some time now she has 
been dismissing charges against prostitutes on grounds that "po- 
lice are not arresting male custorners". After dismissing 40 such 
cases, Superior Judge Claude Perasso ordered that she disqualify 
herself from Hearing any more prostitute cases. 'Judge Marie-Vic- 
toire is going to appeal Judge Perasso’s decision to a higher au- 
thority. Judge Marie has found that there is "an intentional, 
ptirposeful, selective enforcement policy of the San Francisco 
pollce department" in these prostitute cases. So, she has become 
a hcrcine to women1s .Liberation groups because of her key position 
in getting these cases for arraignment.

"It’s hard not to think a lot about Prostitution/' said the
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judge. "It’s depressing, degrading to see all these pitiful crea- 
tures come in day after day. Most of them are disadvantaged fe- 
males. A large percentage of them are minorities. And most of 
their customers are white, middle-class, affluent males. . . I‘m 
just doing what the higher courts have said I must do. . . up- 
holding tne Suprerae Court’s rules against selective enforcement."

In October she dismissed 37 prostitute cases on the grounds 
that the police made no attempt to arrest the prostitute’s male 
customer. (LA "Times", Oct. 24, 1975)

REBELLION AGAINST THE OIL MAJORS, BACKED BY THE SUN

Remember back during the Nixon years when Senator Muskie of 
Maine lead the move to have an independent oil refinery built at 
Machiasport, Maine? New Engländers were tired of being screwed 
by the heating oil monopoly of the major oil Companies, with its 
artificial shortages and high prices. The President of Exxon went 
to the President of the United States and demanded that this social™ 
istic project be stopped! After all, the maj.or oil Companies had 
donated millions to Nixon’s successful political campaigns. He 
retumed the favor. The refinery was not built.

Now we have this news item from "Newsweek" magazine of Nov. 
3, 1975: "Solar energy may make its first major U.S. breaktrhough 
in New England backed by the oilmen who supply fuel. for the region’s 
2.4 million oil heaters. Hit by soaring prices of imported oil, 
the 1,300 independent retailers and wholesalers in the New England 
Fuel Institute have decided to swing their weight behind develop- 
ment and sale of solar-heat-generating equipment. They calculate 
that sun-powered plants could provide 35% of the area’s home 
heating." ' ■-

We’ve made a modest beginning in the use of solar energy in 
our garden here at hdq in Vista, California. Your director has 
laid plastic pipe under three rows of the garden. These are hooked 
up in series with a fourth, 20-ft. length of pipe, up in the sun- 
light against the south wall of the house. Sun-warmed water is 
pumped around through the System for a couple of hours every day 
with a used dishwasher discharge pump picked up from an appliance 
dealer for $5. Mrs. Crabb and I hope to keep the more tender gar-- 
deh vegetables flourishing through the colder winter months here 
by maintaining near-summet temperatures in the soll. Heat rising 
at night from the warmed soll should help to protect the plants 
from frost. We have two or three' every winter here, and four in- 
ches of snow just once, back in December 1964.

DREAM CONTROL, THAT'S THE GOAL

"So often I have dreams that turn into reality. I often dream 
of my parents, relatives and friends that have passed on. I must 
write you sometime about the dream I had and now it turned into 
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reality a year later. It concerned buying a home for my second 
son. One dream was that the Navy doctor would not approve my hus
band going back to work, and that he would retire on disability. 
It came true. I have had dreams of those who died and have appeared 
in my dreams showing how happy they are; one of them was my brother 
Mike, who was so close to me. Then there was Gladys Wells, who 
typed copy for our Navy paper. We were always kidding about let- 
ting each other know where we were on the ‘other side’. By golly, 
after she was killed -- by a car while Standing on a Street Cor
ner -- she did come to me in a dream. It was unreal because I 
dreamt in color.

”She had on a flowing chiffon dress, beautiful green color, 
and her red hair was just glowing. Her face was young and beau
tiful and she was walking Straight, no limping. Gladys had had 
her hip injured in a car accident many years ago and one leg was 
shorter than the other; so she always walked with a limp. She 
was so happy as she walked down a hallway Straight up to me. In 
this dream there were other girls and they were so afraid of 
Gladys, knowing she had died. I, too, was somewhat uneasy, but 
not really afraid of her. In the dream she sat in the chair next 
to me and just smiled. So I gather the after-world cant be very 
bad.”

K.M., Honolulu, Hawaii
Fear of death is one of the important factors that keeps us 

locked into our bodies; so we will stay here and finish our work. 
This fear is a barrier which must be overcome by the Student of 
the Mysteries if he or she wants to achieve any significant ex- 
pansion of consciousness.

MORE ON HITLER5S MAGICK
"I have just finished reading a book on the occult aspects of the Third Reich that ties in nicely with ’The Spear of Destiny‘ 

by Ravenscroft. It is ’The Occult and The Third Reich’ by Jean- 
Michel Angebert, Macmillan Pub. Co., NY, 1974. I am sure you 
would find it interesting. The public library here had a copy, 
unusual for them. I am still into my Qabalah-Tarot studies. I 
guess I will be for a long time to come. I have just finished 
re-reading Dion Fortune’s book, ‘Psychic Self-Defense*. There 
is much useful Information contained therein.”

P.F., Flint, Michigan
THE CONCAVE TERRESTRIAL INTERIOR?

"I am interested in obtaining material on the inhabitants 
of the supposed concave terrestrial inferior of the earth, I 
would like to know if you have Information available an the sub
ject. I am particularly interested in direct encounters not in- 
volving psychic phenomena as the means of contact.”

Lubbock, Texas
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We have an illustrated brochure on the Cavern World. If you 
want it, it will cost you $1.75. We discuss both the physical 
and the psychic sides of Cavern World contacts. If you do go down 
into the caverns and stay long enough in a sensory deprivation 
Situation of total darkness and silence, you*11 become psychic 
anyway! Better to stay safely here on the surface until you de- 
velop the kind of emotional control necessary to facing up to 
these underworld forces without being overwhelmed by them. ' You 
may not be welcome down there and considered an Intruder, an allen, 
to be destroyed before you learn too much about Forces which may 
be inimical to mankind.

ELECTRONIC MEDICINE, ANYONE?
"Congratulations on your commendation in 'The Secret Power 

of Pyramids*. Do you folks or any of your members have any In
formation on the College of Electronic Medicine or the American 
Electronic Research Association? Also, I am looking for Informa
tion about Dr. Ruth Drown., Specifically, Information about her 
Radio-Vision Instrument for making pictures of the inferior of the 
body from a distance. Does anyone have one for viewing, Ioan or 
available for purchase?”

Richard A. Nygard, Box 929, Mesa, Arizona 85201

DR. RUTH DROWN AND RADIO-VISION PICTURES
"Dr. Drown*s R-V pictures?? Oh boy, does that ever ring a 

cracked bell, as I had poor Ruth in my hair for at least a quar- 
ter of a Century; and how many times would I teil her in true 
Christ-like spirit that she always went squirrel hunting with a 
rod and reel where such effort and reliable technic were concerned.

"The reason for her failures could well be compared to the 
flash bulb, bumed out after one film exposure. Her ’flash bulb* 
was her Homo Vibra Ray rate atlas. Her atlas would say set dial 
at 30 ulcer rate, set dial at 32 stomach rate and then tum on 
the EMF (electro-motive force). What a waste of time, effort 
and money such technic was to try to obtain an R-V picture of a 
possible stomach ulcer -- like trying to take a snap shot with 
camera facing the sun. And and EVERY rate atlas is WORTHLESS 
where R-V pictures success is expected to be had.

"Dont write Ruth Drown^O a kook in the radionics field, as 

her Instrument as such was and is one of the very BEST, bar none. 
The reason was that she diagnosed and analysed by using ONLY the. 
bio-electric EMF of the patient to find all tne vibratory rates 
for therapy, etc. BUT she would abide no outside ideas and this 
caused her to throw away much valuable ’grain with the chaff’, 
nuf said.

"Now about the correspondence from younger Radionics re- 
searchers being passed on to me. Well, why not, it might expose 
a lot of worth while ideas that could perhaps help our fellow men 
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in some unexpected männer. BUT I would only want to do this 
IF each and all answers would be sent back to them through YOUR 
office for your personal attention an<^ inspection for ideas and 
Information that could be cataloged for your Radionics files and 
records, such as the Anapathic unit, the brain-child of T.G. 
Hieronymous. He's a real ding-bat in such research and keeps 
the Gestapo*s heart going pity-pat and they dont know why.

"Just retumed home yesterday from trip to Texas. Went 
down to water-dowse for very badly needed source of water in 
the dry beit. It is of course a labor of LOVE and I enjoyed it 
all so very, very much; since my efforts were rewarded with suc
cess everywhere I tested. I have been successful in this ever 
since I was five years of age, even when/where the Scientific?? 
autnorities?? could PROVE there was no water. Oh well, so what. 
Pax Vobiscum."

Dr. A.N. Onymous, Neargo, South Dakota

HELL NO I WONT GO!
"heard on radio of a couple in San Jose, California talking 

on space ships to remove people from the earth. Already 20 have 
left from Oregon. Could this be the beginning of space lift? 
Some Information has said we would know where to go and when -- 
or has this couple an idea of getting folks to donate money and 
property? Who knows anything anymore."

G.D., Fortuna, California

We’ve had several inquiries about this Texas couple and 
their psychic racketeering, Mind Controlling people into giving 
up their Jobs, homes, property, even children, on a Wild Goose 
chase around the country looking for Saucer landings that never 
take place. The only difference between this couple and others 
we've known over the years of UFO research is that they managed 
to get front page Publicity at a time when the news was compara- 
tively flat and editors were looking for something to spice it up. 
Behind such people, helping their hypnotic powers, is a choice 
Collection of Lower Astral Plane deraons, human and non-human; 
and behind the demons is the false Christ, Looeamong, using these 
racketeers to discredit and discourage UFO research, blinding 
people to the real truth that is there.

"UPDATING FLYING SAUGERS" will be the subject of our next 
lecture for Dr. Anderson at the Anderson Research Center, 3960 
Ingraham St., Los Angeles, California, 8 p.m. Friday nignt, 
Jan. 16, 1976. l'nere we’ll discuss these Texas Pied Pipers at 
length, also in the January-February Journal. We also intend 
to compare the psychokinetic powers of Uri Geller and those of 
Saucer contactees Ted Owens and Al Bender. There is much food 
for thought for the Student of the Mysteries in the experiences 
of these modern versions of Dr. Faust.
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"THE CIA AND THE CULT OF INTELLIGENCE”
"From 1966 to 1969 1 served as a staff officer in the Office 

of the Director of the CIA, where I held such positions as special 
asslstant to the Executive Director, and executive assistant to 
the Deputy Director. It was during those years that I came to 
see how the highly compartmentalized Organization performed as a 
whole, and what its full role in the U.S. intelligence community 
was. The view from the Office of the Director was both enlighten- 
ing and discouraging. The CIA did not, as advertised to the publL 
and the Congress, function primarily as a central Clearing house 
and producer of national intelligence for the government,, Its 
basic mission was that of clandestine operations, particularly 
covert action -- the secret Interventionin the internal affairs 
of other nations. . .

“Disenchanted and disagreeing with many of the agency’s 
policies and practices and, for that matter, with those of the 
intelligence community and the U.S. government, I n-‘.-tned from 
the CIA in late 1969. . . (eventually) to work toward bringing 
about an open review and, I hoped, some reform in the U.S. in
telligence system. Realizing that the CIA and the intelligence 
community were incapable of reforming themselves, and that Presi- 
dents, who see the system as a private asset, have no desire 
to change it in any basic way, I hoped to win support for a corn- 
prehensive review in Congress. I soon learned, however, that 
those members of Congress who possessed the power to Institute 
reforms had no interest in doing so. The others either lacked 
the wherewithal to accomplish any significant changes or were 
apathetic. 1 therefore decided to write a book -- this book. . .

”The CIA and the government have fought long and hard -- 
and not always ethically --- first to discourage the writing of 
this book and then to prevent its publication. . . I cannot help 
wondering if my government is more concerned with defending our 
democratic system or more intent upon initiating methods of to- 
talitarian regimes in order to maintain its already inordinate 
power over the American people.”

Victor Marchetti, Oakton, Virginia 
(From the Author’s Preface. A Dell book, $1.75, 1975. The Dell 
Publishing Co., PO Box 1000, Pine Brook, New Jersey 07058)

NON-VIOLENT ALTERNATIVES TO SOCIAL CHANGE
”Dear Friend: It has almost been forgotten that some ten years 
ago 'Black. Power’ was born as a Slogan to validate social violence 
and separatism. My husband immediately declared that this nega
tive kind of black power would die, though it then caught the Ima
gination of many people. Now it is crystal clear that kind of 
black power has died. A few still try to practice it but they are 
not a political trend. It had to die" because it had no real an- 
swers for very buming needs. . . Our answer is already outlined
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